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a b s t r a c t

The dynamics of initially vertical A!B-C reaction fronts propagating in covered horizontal solution
layers can be influenced by buoyancy-driven convection. Experiments have provided evidence that a
much faster propagation of the front occurs in solutions than that predicted by reaction–diffusion (RD)
theories, thereby suggesting the influence of convective effects arising if A, B, and C have different
densities. Here we analyze numerically and theoretically the dynamics resulting from the coupling of a
simple A!B-C chemical reaction with diffusion and convection induced by density differences across
the reaction front. The important parameters of the related reaction–diffusion–convection (RDC) model
are the three dimensionless Rayleigh numbers, quantifying the contribution of each species
concentration to the density of the solution, the layer thickness, and the initial reactant concentration
ratio. The presence of buoyancy-driven convection at the front induces a propagation of this front even
in the case of equal diffusion coefficients and equal initial reactant concentrations for which RD theories
predict a non-moving front. In the case of equal initial concentrations, even in the presence of
convection, the classification of the various possible dynamics and the prediction of the direction of
front propagation can be obtained from simple criteria on the Rayleigh numbers. In the case of different
initial reactant concentrations for which, in the absence of convection, the RD front propagates towards
the side of the less concentrated reactant, the introduction of buoyancy convection not only invalidates
the long time RD scalings but can lead to a double reversal in the direction of propagation of the
reaction front for intermediate times. The influence of the different parameters on the RDC dynamics is
presented.

& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The rather simple system of two chemical reactants A and B
diffusing (with diffusion coefficients Da and Db, respectively) and
reacting via the second-order scheme

A!B-C "1#

can sustain a reaction front, i.e. a spatially localized region with
non-zero production rate, provided that the two reactants are
initially separated in space. This reaction–diffusion system has
attracted much research interest in the last two decades since the
pioneering work of G!alfi and R!acz (1988). Theoretical studies refer
typically to an effectively one-dimensional system (along x)
considering a translation symmetry of the problem in the two
other dimensions. The initial condition is a$ a0, b$ 0 for xo0
and a$ 0, b$ b0 for x40 where a and b are the concentrations of
A and B, respectively. The reactants meet at time t$ 0 at x$ 0,

forming a reaction front where the reactants A and B are
consumed and the product C is generated.

For an infinite domain and in the asymptotic limit of large
times, exact scaling laws characterizing the RD dynamics without
convection were derived in the work of G!alfi and R!acz (1988) and
in subsequent other theoretical studies including Jiang and Ebner
(1990), Cornell et al. (1995), Koza (1996) and Sinder and Pelleg
(2000). They found that the position xf and the width w of the
reaction front (defined as the position along x where the
production rate is maximum and as the square root of the second
moment of the production rate distribution, respectively) scale
with time as xf % t1=2 and w% t1=6. It can be shown that actually
xf $ Cf

!!
t

p
with the constant Cf $ Cf "b0=a0;Da;Db#, so that the

motion of the reaction front depends only on the diffusion
coefficients of the reactants and on the ratio of their initial
concentrations, b0=a0, but not on the individual magnitudes of a0
and b0, (Danckwerts, 1950; Koza, 1996). Further, Koza (1996)
showed that the reaction front eventually propagates towards
positive x (i.e. to the right here) if and only if

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Da=Db

p
4b0=a0.

More recently, these large time RD predictions have been
extended to the case of reactants initially separated in immiscible
solutions by Trevelyan et al. (2008).
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The scalings of this front refer to the diffusion-limited problem
when the chemical reaction is limited by the supply of reactants
by diffusion. Therefore, they pertain to the large time limit only, or
equivalently to the case of instantaneous reactions (the kinetic
constant k-1). Taitelbaum and coworkers have addressed the
behavior of such systems in the non-diffusion limited or ‘short
time’ regime, showing that such ‘early time’ behaviors can be
characterized by completely different properties (see Taitelbaum
et al., 1992; Koza and Taitelbaum, 1996). In the small time limit
the position of the reaction front is also given by xf $ Cf

!!
t

p
,

however, Koza (1996) showed that the constant Cf $ Cf "Da;Db#, i.e.
Cf is independent of the initial concentrations a0 and b0. One finds
that the reaction front initially moves to the right, i.e. xf 40, if and
only if

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Da=Db

p
41. However, in the case of equal diffusion

coefficients Taitelbaum et al. (1991) found that the small time
asymptotic position of the reaction front is now given by
xf $ Cf t

3=2 where Cf $
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Da="4p#

p
"a0 & b0#k, see Trevelyan (2009).

One notes that a sufficient condition for the RD front to exhibit
a change in its direction of motion in the course of time is for!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Da=Db

p
to lie between 1 and b0=a0. However, when b0=a0 lies

between 1 and
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Da=Db

p
, so that the direction of the reaction front

in the small and large time asymptotic limits are the same,
Taitelbaum and Koza (2000) found that it is also possible for the
reaction front to change direction twice in the intermediate time
for a range of parameter values. In the case of equal diffusion
coefficients of the reactants no such reversal of the RD reaction
front is possible as the speed of the front only depends on b0=a0
with the more concentrated reactant continuously propagating
into the domain of the less concentrated one and further the front
is only stationary if the reactants are initially equally concentrated.

The large time analytical scalings characterizing A!B-C
fronts, as well as the asymptotic condition for a stationary front
have been verified numerically by simulations of microscopic
stochastic two-dimensional (2D) models for both equal and
unequal diffusion coefficients, see Jiang and Ebner (1990), Larralde
et al. (1992) and Cornell (1995). Several experimental works in
gels have validated these RD scalings using A!B-C types of
reaction, see Koo et al. (1990), Taitelbaum et al. (1992) and Yen et
al. (1996), like for instance the complexation reaction of Cu2!

with a substrate studied by Koo and Kopelman (1991) in an
agarose gel. More recently, a different type of convection-free
experiment carried out by Baroud et al. (2003) in a T-shaped
microfluidic reactor has further confirmed these RD scalings using
the binding reaction of Ca2! with calcium green. All these
experiments are not only in excellent agreement with the
theoretical scalings, but the actual positions of the reaction front
are very close to the predicted theoretical values.

As seen above, the propagation of A!B-C reaction fronts has
mostly been studied in gels to avoid any convective motions.
However, some experiments in covered horizontal aqueous
solutions yield different results to their gel counterparts even
for very thin layers. The complexation of copper ions first studied
by Koo and Kopelman in gels was next examined by Park et al.
(2001) in a thin horizontal solution. Although their results were in
reasonable agreement with the front position scaling of

!!
t

p
and

front width scaling of t1=6, the experimental front was found to
travel faster than theoretically predicted. The presence of
convection in this system seems likely so that the reaction is no
longer diffusion limited. Such deviations from the classical RD
theories have further been made evident recently by Shi and
Eckert (2006) in their experimental study of a neutralization
reaction front in a horizontal Hele–Shaw cell. The position of the
front scales like tm with m40:5 and m itself dependent on time.
Moreover, the front travels faster than the RD front and its
position is found to depend on the individual values of the initial
concentrations at a fixed ratio b0=a0, as well as on the gap width of

the cell. This provides evidence that the RD characteristics of
A!B-C fronts break down when the reaction is carried out in
solution and suggests that the dynamics of these fronts is
influenced by chemically-driven buoyancy convection if A, B and
C have different densities.

Although the effects of convection on the propagation of
autocatalytic fronts have been widely studied theoretically and
numerically (see Vasquez et al., 1994; Vladimirova and Rosner,
2003; Rongy et al., 2007 and references therein), the influence of
convection on the dynamics of simpler A!B-C reaction fronts
has not been addressed in detail yet. In this framework, Rongy
et al. (2008) recently studied the influence of convection in the
case where the reactants A and B have equal diffusion coefficients
and equal initial concentrations for which the RD analysis predicts
a non-moving front. The presence of convection cannot only
deform the initially vertical planar front but can also lead to its
propagation. Fortunately the dynamics in the presence of
convection can be fully predicted from the properties of the
simple one-dimensional (1D) RD density profile. Those properties
are solely functions of the Rayleigh numbers of the problem,
quantifying the influence of each chemical species concentration
on the solution density. The various possible RDC dynamics have
therefore been classified in a parameter space spanned by the
Rayleigh numbers.

In this context, it is the objective of this article to extend the study
of Rongy et al. (2008) to the case where the reactants have different
initial concentrations corresponding to an underlying moving RD
front. In that case, the presence of convection also results in a
deformation of the front which can furthermore be accelerated with
regard to the RD situation. For some values of the Rayleigh numbers
we observe a reversal of the front propagation direction in time due to
the presence of convection. We conclude that the scalings in time
characterizing the propagation of the RD front are drastically affected
by the presence of buoyancy-driven flows.

The article is organized as follows. In the next section, we
present the two-dimensional RDC model system and the corre-
sponding governing equations. The incompressible Stokes equa-
tions for the velocity of the fluid are coupled to RDC equations for
the concentrations of the reactants A, B and of the product C
through the three Rayleigh numbers Ra;b;c . Since the system is
characterized by many parameters (initial concentrations of the
reactants, diffusion coefficients, Rayleigh numbers and the layer
thickness), we keep the diffusion coefficients equal throughout
this paper in order to highlight the influence of convection. Indeed
we show that the RDC system presents rich behaviors even with
equal diffusion coefficients. In Section 3, the various possible
types of base state density profiles are considered. In Section 4 we
analyze the influence of buoyancy-driven convection on the
propagation dynamics and scaling properties of A!B-C fronts
with initially separated reactants. Finally, conclusions are pre-
sented in Section 5.

2. Model system

We consider a two-dimensional (2D) covered solution layer
oriented horizontally in the gravity field g , in which the
isothermal A!B-C reaction takes place upon contact between
two miscible solutions each containing one of the reactants
(see Fig. 1). The miscible solutions with initial concentrations a0
and b0, respectively, are brought into contact along a planar
vertical interface located at x$ 0. Upon contact, the reactants start
to diffuse and react to produce species C. The two reactants and
the product affect the density of the solution, which induces
convective motion whenever horizontal density gradients are
present. The dynamics of the system is described by the RDC
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equations (2)–(4) for the concentrations a; b; c. These are coupled
to the 2D incompressible Stokes equation (6) and (7) for the
velocity field v $ "u;w# by a state equation (5) for the diluted
solution density r assumed to depend linearly on the
concentrations. The governing equations thus read

@a
@t

!v:ra$Dr2a& kab; "2#

@b
@t

!v:rb$Dr2b& kab; "3#

@c
@t

!v:rc$Dr2c!kab; "4#

r"a; b; c# $ r0!
@r
@a

a!
@r
@b

b!
@r
@c

c; "5#

rp$ mr2v!r"a; b; c#g ; "6#

divv $ 0; "7#

where p denotes the pressure, g $ "0;&g# is the gravity
acceleration acting along z, @r=@a, @r=@b and @r=@c are the
solutal expansion coefficients assumed constant, and r0 $ r"a$ 0;
b$ 0; c$ 0# is the density of the pure solvent. All chemical
species are assumed to have the same constant diffusion
coefficient D. The dynamic viscosity m and the kinetic constant k
are assumed constant in space and time. The changes in density
are small enough to be neglected except in the buoyancy term rg
of Eq. (5) (Boussinesq approximation).

The evolution equations are made dimensionless by using
the characteristic scales of the reaction–diffusion system, i.e.
time tc $ 1=ka0, length Lc $

!!!!!!!!
Dtc

p
, velocity Uc $

!!!!!!!!!!!
D=tc

p
and

concentration a0. The pressure is scaled by pc $ m=tc and we
define a dimensionless pressure gradient including the hydro-
static pressure gradient term as r0p0 $r0p=pc & r0Lcg=pc where
the primes denote dimensionless variables. The dimensionless
density is defined as r0 $ "r& r0#=rc where rc $ pc=Lcg. Drop-
ping the primes, we obtain the dimensionless governing
equations:

@a
@t

!v 'ra$r2a& ab; "8#

@b
@t

!v 'rb$r2b& ab; "9#

@c
@t

!v 'rc$r2c!ab; "10#

rp$r2v & "Raa!Rbb!Rcc#iz; "11#

divv $ 0; "12#

where iz is the unit vector along z. The dimensionless Rayleigh
numbers Ra;b;c are defined as

Ri $
@r
@ci

a0L3c g
Dm ; "13#

where ci is the dimensionless concentration of the correspond-
ing species. The solutal Rayleigh numbers Ra;b;c are positive
because the corresponding solutes here are all supposed to
increase the density of the solvent.

The dimensionless density of the solution is therefore obtained
as follows:

r"x; z; t# $ Raa"x; z; t#!Rbb"x; z; t#!Rcc"x; z; t#: "14#

We note that the use of Stokes equations is justified by the fact
that, in our choice of non-dimensionalization, the inertial terms in
the Navier–Stokes equations for the flow field would be divided by
a Schmidt number, Sc $ m="r0D# ( 103 for small species in water.
In a previous study for similar systems Rongy and De Wit (2006)
showed that a change in the value of Sc , if taken in this
experimental range, does not affect the obtained results, meaning
that inertial effects are negligible in these slow flow regimes
compared to the viscous effects.

At every boundary of the domain, we require zero-flux
boundary conditions for the concentrations. The boundary
conditions for the fluid velocity field are rigid walls with no slip
on the bottom and top boundaries and slip walls on the left and
right ones, i.e.

@ci
@x

$ u$
@w
@x

$ 0 on x$ 0; x$ Lx; "15#

@ci
@z

$ u$w$ 0 on z$ 0; z$ Lz; "16#

where Lx and Lz represent, respectively, the dimensionless length
and height of the layer. The length of the system and slip walls do
not influence the results provided the system is long enough for
the reaction front to be unaffected by lateral boundary effects on
the time of interest.

The initial conditions are separated reactants such that:

a$ 1; b$ 0; c$ 0; 8 z; xr0;

a$ 0; b$ b; c$ 0; 8 z; x40;

where b$ b0=a0. It is therefore sufficient to consider the case
br1 as the case b41 is obtained straightforwardly by symmetry
since the transformation b-1=b corresponds to swapping a and b
which, along with the transformation Ra2Rb, leaves the system of
equations and boundary conditions unchanged. We will therefore
only consider the case bo1. In the presence of convection the
dynamics of the concentration and flow fields are investigated by
numerically solving Eqs. (8)–(12) using the numerical procedure
described in Rongy et al. (2007). We checked that the results
converge while decreasing the time and space step size. The
largest domain involved a computational grid of 1024) 64 points
for Lx $ 1024 and Lz $ 20, and a typical time step dt$ 0:1"dz#2 %
9:8) 10&3. For zero Rayleigh numbers, we also recovered the RD
results previously obtained (see G!alfi and R!acz, 1988; Jiang and
Ebner, 1990; Koza, 1996). We now recall the main characteristics
of this RD system in the absence of flow.

When the solution density is unaffected by the chemical
reaction (i.e. Ra $ Rb $ Rc $ 0), the vertical front propagates in the
absence of flow along the x-direction without any deformation
and presents thus a translation symmetry along z. Typical
concentration profiles are illustrated in Fig. 2 at various times
for two values of b obtained by numerical integration of the
corresponding RD equations (8)–(10) with v $ 0. When b$ 1, the
reaction front is stationary while when bo1, the initial
concentration of A is in stoichiometric excess with regard to
that of B and hence the front propagates towards the side with the
smallest diffusive flux, i.e. the region of the less concentrated
reactant B "xf 40#, see G!alfi and R!acz (1988).

As time increases, the concentrations of A and B decrease
around the reaction front and the reaction becomes limited by the

- /2 0 /2
0

A                                           B
g

Fig. 1. Sketch of the system.
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supply of reactants by diffusion. Hence, the displacement of the
front decreases in time as well as the production rate. The
distance between the position of the maximum production rate,
xf , and that of the initial condition, x$ 0, increases as t1=2 and the
front propagates faster when the difference between the initial
concentrations of the reactants increases, i.e. decreasing b.

We note that the dynamics of the reaction front described here
is different from that of an autocatalytic front extensively
described in the literature and characterized by a permanent
shape and a constant propagation speed, see Epstein and Pojman
(1998). Such a front results from the interplay between auto-
catalysis and diffusionwhile the propagation of a front in A!B-C
reaction systems results from the particular choice of the initial
condition, i.e. initially segregated reactants.

The goal of the next sections is to analyze the effects of the
buoyancy convection induced when A, B and C have different
densities on the dynamics and properties of the RD fronts
described above. To do so, we first analyze the RD density profiles.

3. Reaction–diffusion density profiles

In the absence of convection, v $ 0, the RDC system of Eqs. (8)–
(10) and the given initial conditions lead to a 1D system of RD

equations. The RD density profile is given by r"x; t# $ Raa"x; t#!
Rbb"x; t#!Rcc"x; t# where a;b and c are the concentration profiles
of the RD system. As it is the horizontal density gradients that
initially induce convection one is therefore able to predict the RDC
dynamics of the system on the sole basis of the Rayleigh numbers
and of the RD concentration profiles. The different behaviors of
the RDC system can be analytically classified as functions of Ra;b;c

without resorting to numerics and further when b$ 1 then the
direction of front propagation can be found analytically as shown
by Rongy et al. (2008). Hence, before examining the RDC system
the simple RD system is first analyzed.

Using the same kind of approach as G!alfi and R!acz (1988) the
RD system can be simplified. We can write q"x; t# $ a!c , with
qt $ qxx and q"&jxj;0# $ 1 and q"jxj;0# $ 0. Then using the similar-
ity variable Z$ x=

!!!!!
4t

p
we obtain the solution q$ 1

2 erfc"Z#. Further,
writing r"x; t# $ b!c , with rt $ rxx and r"&jxj;0# $ 0 and r"jxj;0# $ b
we can obtain r$ 1

2berfc"&Z#. Hence, we have shown that

a $
1
2
erfc"Z# & c ; b $

b
2
erfc"&Z# & c :

One implication of this result is that ba!b!"b!1#c $ 1. Using Eq.
(14) we can then construct the RD density profile

r $ bRb!1
2"Ra & bRb#erfc"Z#!"Rc & Ra & Rb#c : "17#

One notes that the RD density gradient obtained using the triplet
of parameter values (Ra, Rb, Rc) will be identical to the one
obtained using the triplet (Ra!gb, Rb!g, Rc!g"1!b#) for any
value of g with b fixed. Thus, one might anticipate that the flow
dynamics for such triplets will be similar as the fluid flow is
driven by gradients of the density. Another implication of the RD
density profile in Eq. (17) is that the flow pattern obtained using
(Ra, Rb, Rc) is identical to the flow pattern obtained using (Ra, Rb,
2Ra!2Rb & Rc) except that the direction of the fluid flow is now
reversed, i.e. the flow field is rotated 1801 about the point x$ 0,
z$ Lz=2. These two observations have been checked numerically.
Eq. (17) introduces two interesting limiting cases, namely, when
Rc $ Ra!Rb or when Ra $ bRb.

The line Rc $ Ra!Rb is an interesting case as then C has a
density equal to the sum of that of A and B so that the RD density
is only a function of Z and is antisymmetric about the inflection
point at Z$ 0 even if the reaction front is propagating, see
Fig. 3(a). The density profiles vary monotonically between the
contribution to density of reactant A, r$ Ra, at x$ & Lx=2 and
the contribution to the density of reactant B, r$ bRb, at x$ Lx=2.
The RD density is a monotonic increasing function of Z when
bRb4Ra and a monotonic decreasing function of Z when bRboRa.
If one introduces the quartet notation (Ra, Rb, Rc , b), then, one
notices that the RD density profiles obtained using (Ra, l=b,
Ra!Rl=b, b) are the same for all values of b40. with Ra and l
fixed. Further, the RD density gradient obtained using l!
bRb; Rb; l! "b! 1#Rb; b are the same for all values of b and Rb
with l fixed. These results are an extension of those previously
obtained for the case of equal initial reactant concentrations by
Rongy et al. (2008).

The line Ra $ bRb is another interesting limit as this is the
degenerate case when initially the density of the fluid on the left
equals that of the fluid on the right, see Fig. 3(b). In this case the
density is a linear function of the product concentration. The
density profile has a local maximumwhen Rc4 "1!b#Rb or a local
minimum when Rco "1!b#Rb. When b$ 1, the reaction front is
stationary so that the product distribution is symmetric with
regard to x$ 0 and hence so is the density distribution, as stated
in Rongy et al. (2008). However, when ba1, the reaction front
moves and hence, the local maximum or minimum in the
concentration and density both move too, breaking the symmetry
of the profile, unlike the case of b$ 1. As the reaction front moves

Fig. 2. One-dimensional RD profiles of the concentration of the two reactants, a
and b, and of the product, c shown at different times: t$ 0, 500, 2000, and 3000 for
(a) b$ 1 and (b) b$ 0:5. The initial condition is represented by the dot-dashed
lines.
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the magnitude of the density gradient ahead of the reaction front
becomes larger than the magnitude of the density gradient behind
the reaction front.

In the very special case when Ra $ bRb and Rc $ "1!b#Rb then
the RD density is equal everywhere and this is the only point in
the parameter space for which no convection is present in the RDC
system.

It is also useful to examine the large time solutions to this
problem. As we have equal diffusion coefficients, the solutions
given by Koza (1996) and Sinder and Pelleg (2000) reduce to

*a; b; c + $

1&
1!b
2

erfc"&Z#;0;b
2
erfc"&Z#

" #
for ZoCf =2

0;b&
1!b

2
erfc"Z#;1

2
erfc"Z#

" #

for Z4Cf =2

8
>>>><

>>>>:

where Cf =2$ erfc&1"2b="1!b## which is a monotonic decreasing
function of b and at the reaction front c takes its maximum value
of b="1!b#. Using these large time asymptotic solutions we can
construct the RD density profile

r $
Ra!

1
2
"bRc & "1!b#Ra#erfc"&Z# for ZoCf =2

bRb!
1
2
"Rc & "1!b#Rb#erfc"Z# for Z4Cf =2

8
>><

>>:

which reveals that the RD density profile has a positive gradient to
the left of the reaction front if and only if bRc4 "1!b#Ra. Similarly,
the RD density profile has a positive gradient to the right of the

reaction front if and only if Rco"1!b#Rb. Finally, the initial
density is largest for x40 if and only if bRb4Ra. Thus the "Rc;Rb#
parameter space can be divided into six different regions classified
by the resulting RD density profile, see Fig. 4. If b$ 1, we recover
the results in Rongy et al. (2008).

4. Effects of buoyancy-driven convection on A!B-C fronts

Eqs. (8)–(12) have been numerically integrated subjected to
the boundary and initial conditions described in Section 2. The
model includes five dimensionless parameters: the three Rayleigh
numbers Ra;b;c , of the species involved in the chemical reaction,
the layer thickness, Lz, and the initial reactant concentration ratio,
b$ b0=a0. The layer length Lx is taken long enough not to affect
the results, typically Lx $ 1024 here. Without loss of generality we
can consider systems with a reactant B initially less concentrated
than A (br1, b0ra0) for which the RD front moves to the right
"xf Z0#. Throughout most of this study, the layer thickness and the
ratio of initial reactant concentrations are usually fixed to Lz $ 10
and b$ 0:5, respectively.

4.1. Fluid dynamics

By examining numerical solutions for various sets of Rayleigh
numbers, we found that the number of convective rolls, their
relative size and rotational direction can all be predicted on the
basis of the depth-averaged density profiles /rS, which present
the same symmetry and monotonous properties as the RD density
profiles. All depth-averaged quantities are defined as

/fS"x; t# $
1
Lz

Z Lz

0
f "x; z; t#dz;

where f denotes the field being averaged. Indeed, as stated earlier,
the flow field is driven by the horizontal density gradient, so that
two convective rolls are present when /rS is non-monotonic, i.e.
its gradient /rSx changes sign in the x-direction. On the contrary,
only one convective roll is present when /rS is monotonic, i.e. its
gradient does not change sign along x, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Classification of the different RDC dynamics in the "Rc ;Rb# parameter plane
at fixed Ra . Typical density profiles in the absence of convection as well as a sketch
of the expected vortex dynamics are illustrated within the corresponding regions.
The shaded region corresponds to monotonic density profiles with one single
vortex. Outside the shaded region, non-monotonic density profiles and two
vortices are obtained. The arrow on the circles indicate the rotation direction of the
vortex. The dashed arrow indicates whether C is rising or sinking in the gravity
field.
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x
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2.2
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t = 3000

-100 0 100 200

-200 -100 0 100 200

Fig. 3. Reaction–diffusion density profiles along x for b$ 0:5 reconstructed
following Eq. (14) for (a) Rc $ Ra!Rb using Ra $ 2, Rb $ 6, and Rc $ 8 and
(b) Ra $ bRb using Ra $ 2, Rb $ 4, and Rc $ 0. The profiles are shown for increasing
time from t$ 500 up to t$ 3000 with an interval of 500 between successive
profiles and Lx $ 512. The dot-dashed curves correspond to the initial density
profiles.
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Fig. 4 illustrates that, if Rc lies between "1!b&1#Ra and
"1!b#Rb, then the RD density profile is monotonic and the RDC
system has a single convective roll centered around the reaction
front. This roll turns clockwise for Rb4b&1Ra and anti-clockwise
for Rbob&1Ra. If Rc is greater than the maximum of "1!b&1#Ra

and "1!b#Rb then the RD profile exhibits a local maximum so that
the density is greatest near the reaction front and the RDC system
has two convective rolls with the fluid falling downwards at the
reaction front. Similarly the RD profile exhibits a local minimum
when Rc is less than the minimum of "1!b&1#Ra and "1!b#Rb so
that the density is smallest near the reaction front and the RDC
system has two convective rolls with the fluid rising upwards at
the reaction front.

An example of a symmetric convective roll is presented in
Fig. 5 for a case such that bo1 and Ra!Rb $ Rc for which the RD
density profile is antisymmetric and monotonic which corresponds
to the tilted straight line in Fig. 4. In the presence of convection, the
density profiles are still found to be antisymmetric about x$ 0 at
every height of the layer and for all times. The corresponding fluid
flow therefore consists of a single symmetric convective roll whose
center is located at x$ 0 for all time. Finally the initially planar
reaction front has been deformed by the convection across the
layer. The center of the reaction front is moving to the right in Fig. 5,
due to bo1, so that the position of the maximum production rate
is moving away from the center of the convective roll which
remains at x$ 0 in this case. We also find that the presence of
convection initially accelerates the reaction front with regard to the
pure RD situation. Illustrations of asymmetric convection rolls can
be found in Rongy et al. (2008).

The presence of convection is found to always increase the
total amount of C being produced per unit of time and the
stronger the intensity of the fluid flow the more C is produced.
When b$ 1 and Ra and Rb are fixed, then the amount of product
produced is minimized when the quantity jRc & Ra & Rbj is
minimized, due to the symmetric production rate about the line
Rc $ Ra!Rb.

4.2. Reaction front dynamics

The position of the reaction front, defined in 1D systems as the
point where the production rate ab is maximum, is here defined
for our 2D geometry as Xf , the point where the depth-averaged
production rate /abS reaches its maximum. It is important to
recall that as the reactants have equal diffusion coefficients the RD
front cannot change direction, it is either stationary when b$ 1 or
continuously moves away from x$ 0 otherwise. Although RD
fronts can exhibit exotic behavior, the front direction reversal

phenomena that will be obtained in this study are not related to
the reversal that one can obtain with unequal diffusion coeffi-
cients but are instead intrinsically due to convection.

4.2.1. Reaction front dynamics for b$ 1
When b$ 1, the RD front is stationary, i.e. xf $ 0, so that any

change in the RDC front, Xf , can be attributed solely to convective
effects. In this case Rongy et al. (2008) found via a numerical
parametric study that convection causes the reaction front to
initially move to the region with the smallest density gradients,
i.e. away from the side where the fluid flow is most intensive. This
behavior is analogous to that of the RD front which moves away
from the side where the diffusive flux is largest. Thus convection
causes the reaction front to move to the right when either B is
heavier than A with C heavier than the sum of A and B
(i.e. Rc4Ra!Rb42Ra) or B is lighter than A with C lighter than
the sum of A and B (i.e. RcoRa!Rbo2Ra). Conversely, the
reaction front moved to the left when either RcoRa!Rbo2Rb

or Rc4Ra!Rb42Rb.
Rongy et al. (2008) showed that when b$ 1, in the two

particular cases, Ra $ Rb and Rc $ Ra!Rb, the density profile is
symmetric and antisymmetric, respectively, and the reaction front
is therefore immobile even in the presence of convection. An
asymmetric fluid flow, on the contrary, always leads to the motion
of the front. These findings are illustrated in the case where the
reactant A is lighter than the reactant B in Fig. 6(a) where Xf is
plotted in time. The understanding of the dynamics of Xf is
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Fig. 5. Focus on the symmetric convection roll centered on x$ 0 shown at t $ 50
for Ra $ 2, Rb $ 6, Rc $ 8, Lz $ 10 and b$ 0:5. The fluid velocity field is super-
imposed on a 2D plot of the production rate which ranges between its maximum
value shown in red, /abSmax $ 6:18) 10&3, localized at x$ Xf 40 and z$ Lz=2 and
its minimum value, 0, shown in blue. The z-direction has been magnified and the
velocity vectors are here doubled compared to their effective length. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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a layer thickness Lz $ 10 and b$ 1.
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assisted by the corresponding averaged density profiles /rS at
t$ 3000 in Fig. 6(b). When Rc $ 6, so that Rc $ Ra!Rb, the density
profile is monotonic and antisymmetric leading to a convection
roll with equal intensity on the left and right sides and therefore
to a stationary front (Xf $ 0; 8t). When the density gradient is
stronger on the right side (Rco6), convection is also more intense
on this side pushing the reaction front in the opposite direction
leading to Xf o0. The reverse is true for Rc46. The motion of the
front and the maximum fluid velocity increase as jRc & Ra & Rbj is
increased. Hence, the evolution of Xf for a given triplet of
parameter values (Ra, Rb, Rc) can be obtained by symmetry from
the situation at (Ra, Rb, 2Ra!2Rb & Rc), as seen in Fig. 6(a).

After a sufficient amount of time, the driving force of the
convection decreases as the density gradients begin to weaken in
time. Hence, the reaction front slows down and eventually
changes direction to return to its initial position Xf $ 0 as
predicted by the RD theory. Moreover, the deformations across
the layer decay with the front tending to a planar profile. We have
checked that the direction changes indeed arise from the
weakening of convection by artificially setting Ra;b;c $ 0, i.e.
stopping the flow, after some time. We observe that Xf then
returns to zero as expected.

In Fig. 7(a), Xf is plotted in time for various triplets of (Ra, Rb,
Rc) with b$ 1 which shows that increasing Ra;b;c leads to a
reaction front traveling further as well as causing a delay in the
time at which the reaction front changes direction. We note that
our analytical findings have been verified numerically for different

sets of values of Ra;b;c (r100) confirming that all the features of
the RDC dynamics are determined by the RD profiles and the
relative values of the Rayleigh numbers. Multiplying these
numbers by the same factor "41# gives rise to the same
qualitative dynamics but with more intense convection and
larger j Xf j (see Fig. 7(a)).

In Fig. 7(b), Xf is plotted in time for fixed Ra, Rb, b$ 1 and for
different values of Rc and Lz showing that increasing Lz leads to a
reaction front traveling further as well as causing a delay in the
time at which the reaction front changes direction. Since the
domain height, Lz, affects the intensity of convection but not
the structure of the flow driven by the density gradients, all the
results and especially the classification of the different possible
regimes are independent of the specific value of Lz. Nevertheless,
the larger Lz, the stronger the convection and the larger j Xf j
(see Fig. 7(b)).

We can therefore conclude that, when b$ 1, increasing Ra;b;c ,
while maintaining their ratio, or increasing Lz both lead to
enhanced convection, an increase in the displacement of the
reaction front, and an increase in the amount of C produced per
unit time. The direction of front propagation is however
determined only by the relative values of Ra;b;c.

4.2.2. Reaction front dynamics for bo1
Next, we investigate the dynamics of Xf in the case of unequal

initial concentrations with bo1 so that the RD front moves to the
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right, i.e. xf 40. The RDC dynamics are more subtle than for b$ 1
since the fluid flow is now superimposed on an already moving RD
front. Thus the RD system does not provide a simple criterion on
the direction of the reaction front in the RDC system.

In the presence of asymmetric convection we find that Xf can
behave exotically. As bo1, in the presence of sufficiently weak
convection the reaction front moves to the right, i.e. Xf 40.
However, by suitably choosing the parameter values of Ra, Rb and
Rc to make the fluid flow more intense on the right hand side than
on the left hand side the convective flow is able to reverse the
direction of the reaction front as illustrated in Fig. 8(a) where Xf is
plotted against time for fixed RaobRb with b$ 0:5 and various
values of Rc. In Fig. 8(b) the corresponding depth-averaged density
profiles at an early time "t$ 30# are also presented. One observes
that for Rc greater than a critical value Rcr

c (( 14 for the parameter
values in Fig. 8(a)) the reaction front continuously propagates to
the right. However, for Rc below this critical value, although the
reaction front initially moves to the right, around t$ 30 it starts to
move to the left. Further in time the convective forces begin to
decay and the reaction front changes direction again propagating
to the right.

The results in Fig. 8 can be physically explained as follows. For
small times there is very little product present and very little of
the reactants have been consumed so that the RD density profile is
anti-symmetric, thus the induced convection will enhance the
propagation of the RD front without affecting its direction. As time
increases, the concentration of the product increases and more of
the reactants are consumed, thereby increasing the asymmetry
of the density profiles along x and hence increasing the intensity
of the resulting asymmetric flow, as long as RcaRa!Rb. As
RaobRb, if Rc is sufficiently small then the density gradient
becomes much stronger on the right hand side so that the reaction
front starts to propagate towards the left where the fluid flow is
less intense. When Rc is increased, the propagation in the reverse
direction favored by convection is weakened as the asymmetry of
the density profiles is reduced. At Rc $ Rcr

c no change in direction is
observed since the fluid flow is not asymmetric enough to
overcome the underlying RD direction of propagation. We notice
that the value of Rcr

c oRa!Rb since at Rc $ Ra!Rb the density
profiles are anti-symmetric along x so that convection cannot
affect the direction of propagation of the reaction front.

For all Rayleigh numbers, the front propagates to the right in
the large time limit because convection gets weaker in time and
diffusion takes over again since the concentration gradients and
hence the density gradients decay. This explains the second
change in propagation direction1 when RcoRcr

c . However, the
propagation remains affected by the fluid flow with a deformed
reaction front across the layer and Xf scales in time like ta

different from the t1=2 scaling predicted in the diffusive limit.
Table 1 reports that the exponent a of the scaling of Xf in time is
larger than the RD value 0.5 when there is an early time front
direction reversal while ao0:5 when the fluid flow is not
asymmetric enough to overcome the diffusion-driven propa-
gation. a approaches 0.5 when Rc converges to the threshold
value Rcr

c situated between 13 and 14 for Ra $ 2 and Rb $ 20
(see Fig. 8(a) and Table 1). We note that these exponents get closer
to 0.5 when time increases due to the dampening of convection.

The same reasoning also applies to the case Ra4bRb where
now Rc must be chosen sufficiently larger than Ra!Rb so that the
induced fluid flow is sufficiently asymmetric to eventually
overcome the initial RD flux to make the front propagate to the
left for intermediate times.

We find that the double switch in propagation direction is
always possible as long as ba1, RaabRb and Rc is chosen
appropriately. For equal diffusion coefficients, the small time
asymptotic RD limit yields xf $ "1& b#t3=2="2

!!!!
p

p
# see Trevelyan

(2009) whilst the large time asymptotic limit yields xf $
2

!!
t

p
erfc&1"2b="1!b##. Thus both the small and large time

asymptotic limits of xf have the same sign. As the fluid flow is
driven by gravity and the flow is initially stationary, for
sufficiently small times the velocities can be neglected and the
reaction front will follow the RD theory. Similarly, for sufficiently
large times, the fluid flow weakens and so eventually can be
neglected so that the reaction front will again follow the RD
theory. Hence, if the fluid flow is sufficiently strong to change the
direction of the reaction front once, then ultimately the reaction
front must change direction a second time, when ba1.

4.2.3. Effect of parameters on front propagation reversal
Let us now consider the influence of the different parameters

of the problem on the occurrence of a front direction reversal. As
seen in Fig. 8, the increase of Rc leads to a decrease of the reverse
propagation tendency. Beyond a certain threshold Rcr

c , no reverse
propagation occurs. When Rb is increased at fixed RaobRb and Rc ,
the propagation of the front in the reverse direction is more
important, arising from a larger asymmetry of the density profiles
along x. The threshold value of Rc is therefore larger. As an
example a double reversal of the front direction is found to occur
when Ra $ 2, Rb $ 30 and RcoRcr

c ( 20 for b$ 0:5. Similarly, an
increase of Ra keeping RaobRb and Rc constant reduces the
propagation in reverse direction by reducing the asymmetry of
the density profiles along x.

Fig. 9 illustrates the influence of the layer thickness Lz and of
the initial ratio of reactant concentrations b on the propagation
direction. When Lz decreases, the intensity of convection
decreases and so does the propagation in the reverse direction.
For the Rayleigh numbers in Fig. 9, no reversal is observed when
Lz $ 5. This situation is different from the case b$ 1 where the
layer thickness only affects the dynamics of the system
quantitatively but not qualitatively. Here, as the RD front is
already propagating, convection needs to overcome the diffusion-
driven propagation to induce a front direction change. Therefore,
the qualitative behavior of the system depends not only on the
characteristics of the flow but also on its intensity. When b
increases up to one, the difference in reactant concentrations
decreases. The driving force of the RD system is therefore less
pronounced leading to a less important propagation. As a result,
for the same asymmetric fluid flow, the front reversal is weaker
when b decreases, i.e. when convection has to overcome a
stronger diffusive flux (see Fig. 9(b)).

To summarize our parametric study, we find that the distance
traveled by the front in the reverse direction and the threshold
value Rcr

c $ Rcr
c "Ra;Rb; Lz;b#, below which this reversal is observed,

Table 1
Exponent a of the power law fit to numerical data for Xf % ta between t$ 1500 and

3000 as a function of Rc ; for Ra $ 2 and Rb $ 20.

Rc 0 5 10 12 13 14 15 20 22 25 30

a 0.85 0.82 0.62 0.55 0.52 0.49 0.47 0.38 0.35 0.32 0.28

1 We note that for all the Rayleigh numbers considered in this study, the
direction of front propagation can have an additional switch at early times as can
be observed for b$ 1 (cf. Fig. 7(b)). This arises from the fact that in the short time
limit the depth-averaged production rate presents two local maxima of similar
amplitude. However, one of them rapidly disappears in favor of the other. The
double change in propagation direction observed for Ra $ 2, Rb $ 20 and Rco14 is
characterized by two values of time t for which dXf =dt$ 0 and has nothing to do
with the rapid changes occurring at earlier times.
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are increasing functions of Rb, Lz and b, and decreasing ones of Ra

for RaobRb.
In conclusion, the direction of propagation of the reaction front

is governed after a long time by the diffusive limit, however, for
short to intermediate times the presence of convection can
drastically alter the front propagation and even reverse its
direction. The front is deformed across the layer and the scalings
obtained by the RD analysis are no longer valid.

4.3. Experimental values of physical parameters

Throughout this paper, we have used dimensionless variables
to describe the system’s dynamics. The various chemical reactions
that have been used to verify the RD scalings predicted by G!alfi
and R!acz (1988) could be used to compare with our theoretical
results. These reactions have kinetic constants ranging between
k% 10&1 and % 106 M&1 s&1, see Baroud et al. (2003), Koo and
Kopelman (1991) and Taitelbaum et al. (1992), which, along with
the initial reactant concentration a0 between 5:0) 10&5 M and
1:0) 10&3 M, gives characteristic times tc $ 1="kao# varying
between tc $ 10&3 s and tc $ 2) 105. The diffusion coefficients
of the involved species are equal to D% 3:028:0) 10&6cm2=s, see
Baroud et al. (2003), Koo and Kopelman (1991) and Taitelbaum et
al. (1992), corresponding to characteristic length scales Lc $

!!!!!!!!
Dtc

p

running between 5:5) 10&4 mm and 1:2cm. The large range of
possible dimensional scales is the reason why we have conducted
the present analysis in dimensionless variables.

5. Conclusions

The dynamics of A!B-C fronts in horizontal solution layers
can be influenced by buoyancy-driven convection if A, B and C
contribute differently to the density of the aqueous solution. By
numerically integrating the 2D incompressible Stokes equations
coupled to reaction–diffusion–convection equations for the three
chemical species concentrations, we show that the presence of
convection deforms the reaction front across the layer and
radically affects its propagation properties. Such convective
motions can lead to front propagation even in the case of equal
diffusion coefficients and equal initial concentrations of reactants
for which reaction–diffusion models predict a stationary front. We
show numerically and analytically that the dynamics in the
presence of convection can in that case be actually predicted from
the properties of the simple one-dimensional RD density profile
across the front. We have shown that if the density is symmetric
"Ra $ Rb# or antisymmetric "Rc $ Ra!Rb#, the induced fluid flow is
symmetric about the reaction front which remains immobile even
in the presence of convection. On the contrary, if the density is
asymmetric, the front moves in the direction of the smallest
density gradient, i.e. the weakest flow. In the case of reactants
with different initial concentrations, the presence of a chemically
induced fluid flow can lead to an acceleration and even to a
reversal of the front propagation direction in time. In all cases,
convection eventually fades away in time because the concentra-
tion gradients decrease and the direction of front propagation is
therefore eventually controlled by the difference in initial reactant
concentrations as in the RD system.

Several extensions of this work could be envisaged. First, the
case of different diffusion coefficients of the reactants (and
ultimately of the product) could be considered to obtain a
complete picture of all the various possible dynamics, starting
with the particular case, a0

!!!!!!
Da

p
$ b0

!!!!!!
Db

p
, for which the RD front

is non-moving. It will probably not be possible to predict all the
dynamics analytically since criteria on the Rayleigh numbers
for the RD density profile to be symmetric/monotonic are hard
to find without resorting to numerics. Moreover, the properties
of the density profiles might depend on time and on the
presence of convection oppositely to the case of Da $Db. A two-
phase system modeling the reaction between A and B initially
separated in immiscible solutions would allow a comparison of
the theoretical results with the experiments carried out by Shi
and Eckert (2006) and to model non-agitated extraction
phenomena in the presence of a chemical reaction. Eventually,
if the layer is open to air or in the latter case of immiscible
liquids, chemically induced Marangoni convection could be
coupled to the buoyancy effects.
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